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What is and what could be – these themes run through David
Simpson’s upcoming pop-up exhibition, Heaven and Hell. Those
familiar with Simpson’s “mono-pigment” interference paintings will
be amazed by the radical shift of his more expressionistic wood panel
paintings, a dozen of which will be presented alongside a series of
16 x 16 interference canvases. 

Simpson’s interference paintings – harnessing light to create canvases
that shimmer, breathe, and color-shift across the spectrum, have
always been windows into alternate spaces; places of beauty and
strangeness, worlds of color and movement. As a shiver of electric
blue runs through a pink-tinted-butter-yellow canvas – the viewer
falls into this new world. It is open, astonishing. Infused with light
and possibility. 

The wood panel pieces also show us worlds, however, for Simpson,
the panel works have always been inspired by the here and now. The
works for this show, painted mostly in 2017, were inspired by the state of
the world right now and all use a black ground instead of light. The effect,
making the interference colors express uniquely, is one of startling
contrast and mood. The worlds of the panel paintings are twisted and
strange – surrealistic landscapes of ice or fire or ruined cityscapes.
Simpson has purposely distressed them – sanding, scraping, torturing
the surfaces to the point that they feel like charred remains, artifacts of
a blasted civilization – not violence itself, but the aftermath of violence.

Presented together, in contrast, the exhibition allows the viewer to
walk a fine line between what is and what could be, between realities
and possibilities, between Heaven and Hell.

Sun Spots, 2017, Acrylic on canvas
(interference pigment), 16 x 16 inches

Rococo Ruin, 2016, acrylic on wood panel,
12 x 9 inches
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Remnant, 2017, Acrylic on panel,
10 x 7 inches


